Healing Hearts
Our ministers and practitioners are the
healing heart of our Center, trained and
licensed through Centers for Spiritual
Living, based in Golden, Colorado.
The rates for using the professional
service of a Minister or Practitioner for
prayer or spiritual counseling are set by
each individual.
No one is ever refused service by the
inability to pay. Everyone is
encouraged to meet with Ministers and
Practitioners to receive an affirmative
prayer, particularly in areas of health,
abundance, creativity and relationships.

Practitioner Team
Rev. Sue MillerBorn
221-7350
shantiananda@hotmail.com
Rev. Mary Mitchell
347-0996
memitchell@charter.net
Rev. Sharon Kennedy
722-5504
rev.swkennedy@gmail.com
Rev. Pam Sanchez
pam168@charter.net

515-0347

Charlie Born, RScP
221-7350
borncharlie@yahoo.com
Sherri Dotter, RScP
524-5736
sherrid@sherridotter.com
Chris Johnson, RScP
chris@in2itmusic.net

355-5209

Diana Johnson, RScP
356-1227
barefootangel1@gmail.com
Marylin Miller
722-0681
mmevergreen@sbcglobal.net

Practitioners are available
after Sunday services at no cost
A full Practitioner service is by
individual appointment

We Are Here
For You

Guide to
Practitioner
Services
Center for Spiritual Living, Redding
1905 Hartnell Avenue
Redding, CA 96002
Phone: 530-221-4849
Fax: 530-221-4840
Prayer Line: 530-221-4325
www.cslredding.org

What is a Practitioner?
A Practitioner is a person of high
spiritual consciousness and deep
understanding who is trained in the art,
science, and skill of Spiritual Mind
Treatment, our form of affirmative
prayer.

Healing Prayer
We believe that no matter what the
question, there is an answer. A
Practitioner can help you reach a new
level of faith and conviction in the
limitless, creative power
of Spirit.

A Practitioner uses conviction and faith
in the Divine Presence, along with
interview skills, to reach a realization
about you and the specific changes in
belief and attitude required for a new
demonstration to occur.

A Practitioner has completed a minimum
of four years of training and is licensed
to practice professionally.

Affirmative prayer, which we call
spiritual mind treatment, is “the art, the
act, and the science of consciously
inducing thought within the mind of the
one doing the treatment, which
perceives your life as a Divine,
Spiritual, perfect idea.”

The Inner Light
The Light of Heaven shines through me
and illumines my path. The Light
Eternal is my guide and my protection.
In that Light there is no darkness at all.
It is a Perfect Light shining from the
altar of a perfect Love. O Light and
Love within me, Thou art welcome.
We believe that behind every
condition is a belief, and if you can
change the belief, you can change the
condition.

